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SCA Logistics’ RoRo vessels
handle both project cargoes
and rolling freight
Collaboration with rapidly
growing transport companies

New chapter in
Rotterdam

Improved safety and
logistics at Kiel

New chapter in Rotterdam
Dear New Ways reader,
As you may have heard, SCA Logistics intends to sell
its Rotterdam terminal, one of the cornerstones of our
distribution system since 1967, begging the question: why
have we decided to sell it?
The rationale can be found in the steady process of
consolidation currently underway in almost all industries
– with the shortsea shipping sector being no exception –
leading to a gradually increasing demand for larger terminals.
Over recent years, we have noted that the available
capacity of the terminal, even with the recent three-hectare
expansion, is still too small for many customers. So, having
conducted a strategic review and discussions with a number
of potential partners, we have come to the conclusion that
Matrans is probably the stakeholder in the best position to
develop the terminal.
There are a couple of reasons for this; firstly, Matrans
already owns Mainport Container Services (MCS), which
operates two terminals directly adjacent to the SCA Terminal,
meaning that they will be able to combine the terminals to
make a single, significantly larger facility. Secondly, Matrans
regularly provides support to the SCA Logistics Terminal
in the form of additional stevedores
during peak periods, weekends and
the like. This is done via another
Matrans company, International
Lashing Services (ILS). It is likely
that Matrans will be able to
identify operational synergies in
combining MCS and ILS with
SCA’s terminals operations,
as well as being in a better
position to offer stevedoring
services during periods
of high activity and at
weekends.

We therefore believe that – by being able to meet the needs
of larger customers, by improving the availability of labour
and by identifying operational synergies – Matrans enjoys
better structural opportunities to develop the terminal than
SCA Logistics currently has.
SCA Logistics has every intention of remaining at the
terminal as a customer and it is Matrans’ intention to
continue providing SCA Logistics and all other existing
customers with the same levels of good service. Matrans
will retain existing staff and Roelf Buist will continue to lead
the business, meaning that it will be business as usual at
the terminal for customers; however, Matrans does intend to
increase business at the larger combined terminal.
This leaves us optimistic that, in the next chapter for the
Rotterdam terminal, one plus one will equal three.
We look forward to continued excellent cooperation
with the terminal and we are eager to see if Matrans’
development of the terminal can also be of equal benefit to
our feeder services to and from the terminal.
The sale is subject to the customary consultation process
with the workers’ council and approval from the Port of
Rotterdam; however, unless something unexpected arises,
the sale is expected to be closed during the summer.
In addition to the process currently underway in Rotterdam,
it has been a spring of intensive activity within SCA Logistics,
with all three of our RoRo vessels on route to scheduled
dockings and relatively high volumes in our distribution
system. SCA Pulp’s production is also gradually increasing
after the huge investment in the Östrand Pulpmill, something
that has also helped to boost shipping volumes on the
breakbulk side. We have also noted a positive increase in
project cargoes, which is a very interesting development.
That said, following a strong and intense start to the
year, we hope that all of our customers and employees will
enjoy some time off during the summer months to relax and
recharge their batteries for the autumn!
Magnus Svensson
President SCA Sourcing and Logistics
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SCA Logistics
extends collaboration
with rapidly growing
transport company
SCA Logistics is developing its collaboration with Nordic Transport Group (NTG) to
meet increased transport needs from northern Sweden. “We have been working
together for many years and it’s great that we can also assist with transport
solutions on Swedish soil,” says NTG sales manager Finn Aarestrup.
Text: Thomas Ekenberg. Photo: NTG.

One of SCA Logistics’ partners, NTG is increasing its
Swedish operation in the form of system traffic from the
Östrand pulp mill in Timrå.
NTG has been enjoying rapid growth since 2011 and
currently operates 2,500 vehicles and has offices in over
30 countries. The company is one of the most rapidly
expanding logistics companies in the Nordics and offers
global transport solutions.

“We work continuously to identify the right combinations
so that vehicles don’t traffic any part of the route unladen.
Through efficient goods handling, we have succeeded in
reducing emissions significantly and the number of unladen
miles by almost 30% over the past two years,” says Aarestrup.

Experienced personnel
“We have a well-developed collaboration with SCA, including
in Denmark, and we have a great deal of experience
of shipping paper products and pulp. We also have
experienced personnel who have worked with SCA in
other contexts for many years. We are therefore delighted
to be able to identify solutions to assist SCA in Sweden,”
says Aarestrup.
In Sweden, NTG specialises in road freight, with 99%
of goods driven directly from the customer to the final
point of delivery.
“As always, our challenge is to find an efficient flow of
goods in both directions and we have succeeded in doing
so to a good extent,” says Aarestrup.

Nordic Transport Group
The company was established in Denmark in 2011 and
now transports goods around the globe via road, sea
and air. NTG has approximately 1,500 employees in
over 30 countries, in excess of 2,500 vehicles on the
road and a turnover of DKK 4.5 billion for 2018.

Efficient transport
Increasing the efficiency of goods handling is also important
from an environmental perspective, not least in Sweden,
which is a large country with sparsely populated areas
between customers.

NTG, which has a unique form of ownership with a
large number of employee-shareholders, will be listed
on the Danish stock market at the end of 2019.
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SCA Logistics finds new transport solutions
for pulp from the expanded Östrand pulp mill.

Expansion at Östrand
demands new
transport solutions
After the expansion of SCA’s Östrand pulp mill, new customers on the Nordic
market open the way for new transport solutions. “It is gratifying that we have
been able to meet our customers’ wishes for efficient transport,” says Johan
Malker, SCA Pulp’s Sales Director for the Nordic countries & UK.
Text: Thomas Ekenberg. Photo: SCA.

Over a three-year period, SCA has invested SEK 7.8 billion in
the Östrand pulp mill in Timrå. The work was performed on
schedule and the new factory was completed last summer,
with production capacity doubled from approximately
530,000 tonnes to one million tonnes per year. The new
factory produces high-quality pulp with extremely low
environmental impact, primarily from timber sourced from
our own forests.
“This investment means not only that we can increase
our volumes, we are also launching a completely new pulp
quality and improving our service and support, something
that has been very well received by the market and resulted
in a number of new customers,” explains Johan.

“I am satisfied that, together with SCA Logistics, we have
identified good solutions for meeting our customers’ needs
and wishes for regular, reliable and efficient transportation,”
says Johan.
Capacity and quality
Lotta Åkre, Commercial Manager at SCA Logistics, explains
that it has been a challenge to find land transport capacity
capable of handling these increased volumes on the Nordic
market.
“We are delighted to have identified a number of leading
carriers with whom we can collaborate to guarantee
capacity and quality on these new routes,” she says.

New transport solutions
Increased demand has also led SCA Logistics to develop
new transport solutions, not least for the Swedish market,
both in terms of road and rail freight.
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DHL part of
the new traffic
solution for SCA’s
Östrand pulp mill
DHL Freight and SCA Logistics have reached agreement on new transport
arrangements to and from northern Sweden. “We have worked hard to meet
the demand for increased transportation from SCA,” says Stefan B Einarsson,
multinational customer manager at DHL Freight Sweden.
Text: Thomas Ekenberg. Photo: DHL /Christoph Papsch.

achieve an efficient transport chain along the full route,”
says Einarsson.
DHL has also invested in new vehicles, including gasdriven, to meet the market’s demands for environmental
sustainability and up-to-date technology. The arrangement
with SCA Logistics applies to both road and rail freight.
“We have enjoyed a long relationship with SCA Logistics
and it is very pleasing that we were able to identify costeffective environmentally sustainable solutions to meet
their needs,” says Einarsson.

DHL is a global transport behemoth with operations in
220 countries and a partner of SCA Logistics of many
years standing.
In order to meet demand from the increased production
at the Östrand pulp mill, SCA Logistics and DHL Freight
have reached agreement on a new transport arrangement
that will go a long way to balancing traffic to handle flows
in both directions.
“It is a matter of creating fixed flows that ensure capacity
and meet the needs of increased production. For our part,
it is also a matter of positioning our vehicles so that we can

DHL is one of the most global companies and
largest employers in the world. DHL operates in
220 countries and territories, has approximately
360,000 employees and almost 100,000 vehicles.
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The new access area provides better service
and improved safety for the drivers.

Improved safety and
logistics at Kiel
The new access area at Ostuferhafen in Kiel will improve safety and optimise
logistics. Lorries will no longer need to wait inside the terminal but will be able
to drive up at the precise time that their goods are available for collection.
Text: Kerstin Olofsson. Photo: Port of Kiel, Linda Snell.

This has often led to 20–30 lorries waiting inside at the same
time and when waiting times have been 10-15 minutes, many
of the drivers have wanted to get out to stretch their legs.
“This has presented a safety risk as we have had people
wandering around among the fork-lift and lorry traffic,”
explains Jörn.

Cargo handling at Ostuferhafen has increased over
recent years. The access area has now been completely
redesigned, a project that began with the demolition of the
former grain storage facility. This demolition, together with
the integration of adjacent areas, has freed up 2.8 hectares
in the port’s access area for extended paved marshalling
areas for lorries, trailers and cars.

Extended warehousing capacity
Instead, lorries can now wait in the new access area outside
the terminal fence. When the goods have been prepared
for loading, the driver receives a text message and is then
admitted to the area.
“This means that only those lorries that can be immediately
loaded are inside the terminal area and we avoid having people
wandering around in there. In this way, we have improved our

Safety risk minimization
“This will mean a major improvement for us. Previously,
the lack of space meant that we had to employ stopgap
measures for lorries waiting to load cargo. They were
forced to stand inside the area while waiting, which
was hardly optimal,” says SCA Logistics Kiel Terminal
Manager Jörn Grage.
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safety and optimised the use of space,” says Jörn.
The rebuilding work has also afforded SCA the opportunity
to extend its warehousing capacity, should it be needed in
the future.
“Yes, we now have in the region of 5,000 square metres
available to build on, which is great,” says Jörn.
Better service for drivers
Another advantage of the refurbishment is that drivers now
enjoy a better service. They can shower, eat a hot meal and
do laundry at a service unit beside the access area.
“There is a shortage of drivers in Europe and we need
to make the job as attractive as possible. It is therefore
particularly pleasing to be able to provide them with better
conditions,” concludes Jörn.

Jörn Grage, Terminal Manager at SCA Logistics Kiel.

SCA sells Rotterdam
logistics terminal
Rotterdam is one of the most vital ports for SCA’s products; however, over recent
years SCA Logistics terminal business in Rotterdam has failed to maintain a sufficiently
high utilisation of capacity. In 2018, SCA therefore implemented a strategic review
in order to identify alternative solutions to its current ownership.
Text: Mariana Vikström.

clearance and much else. From an operational point of view,
we will therefore continue to work much as we do today,”
says Magnus.
The sale is subject to the customary consultations with the
workforce and approval from the Port of Rotterdam.
“Employees will be unaffected by the deal, as their
employment terms will remain the same as previously.
A consultation process will shortly take place in the
Netherlands between a workers’ council and the two
companies. The parties will review the implications of the
deal and there will be opportunities to ask questions – a
process that usually takes between four and eight weeks.
The Port of Rotterdam must also give their formal approval,”
explains Magnus.
SCA Logistics’ RoRo, container and breakbulk traffic to
and from the terminal will continue as before.
“The sale is estimated to be completed in August.
Meanwhile, it’s business-as-usual for customers.
Management and staff will remain. Everything will continue
to function completely normally,” concludes Magnus.

After careful consideration, SCA now intends to sell the
Rotterdam terminal business in its entirety to Dutch
company Matrans Holdings B.V., which will thereby have
the opportunity to offer its services to new customers.
“Many customers have needs that demand greater
capacity than we can offer. Thanks to this deal, Matrans will
be in a position to offer services to these customers as well.
It will also be able to optimise the coordination of the various
terminals, making this a good solution for all parties,” says
Magnus Svensson, President of SCA Sourcing and Logistics.
Matrans is a well-known company in Rotterdam, with
business interests including cargo securing (International
Lashing Services) and empty container depots (Mainport
Container Services). Matrans currently operates four empty
container depots in Rotterdam, two of which are directly
adjacent to the SCA Logistics terminal. During peak periods,
Matrans assists SCA Logistics by supplying dock workers.
“The local shipping department will continue to arrange
all land shipments to and from the terminal, as well as
supporting us with ships agency services, customs
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SCA Pure

– pure pulp
for a pure world
After the expansion of the Östrand pulp mill, SCA has launched a new
premium-quality pulp – SCA Pure. This is pulp of the highest quality,
with the best environmental profile on the market.
Text: Misan Lindqvist, Kerstin Olofsson. Photo: Torbjörn Bergkvist.

equipment and the unique fibre properties of the raw
material, the pulp has a high level of quality that ensures
that customers enjoy the benefits of an efficient production
process.
“This will be the highest quality of TCF and ECF pulp,
with exceptional tensile and tear strength,” says Jessica,
who continues:
“Thanks to our strong environment profile, customers
can also manufacture with greater consideration for the
environment, while consumers can use the products with
a clear conscience. Our new pulp is an important piece of
the puzzle as we work to create a sustainable world with
renewable products.”

“The expansion of Östrand means that we have more than
doubled our NBSK pulp (Northern Bleached Softwood
Kraft) capacity. Our new premium-quality pulp, SCA Pure,
has world-leading properties and customer benefits; for
example, stability, predictability and the best environmental
performance on the market,” says SCA Pure product
manager Jessica Sjöberg.
Perfectly suited to many products
The pulp is being delivered to customers around the world
and has an extremely broad range of applications. It is
perfectly suited to products such as paper towels, toilet
paper and packaging, as well as copier paper and paper
for printing various qualities of magazines and newspapers.
It can also be used for various types of filters such as air
and oil filters for the automotive industry. The pulp is also
well suited to liquid packaging board, which is used for the
manufacture of milk and juice cartons, etc.
“We manufacture several variants of SCA Pure with
different brightnesses and special characteristics for each
area of use,” explains Henning Ellström, SCA Pulp’s Vice
President of Sales and Marketing.

Halved carbon footprint
SCA Pure is both FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®)
(FSC® C013162) and PEFC™ (Programme for the Endorsement
of Forest Certification) certificated and has the best environmental performance on the market. Among other things,
the process employed in the new mill has resulted in sharp
decreases in the consumption of both energy and chemicals.
“The entire manufacturing process is self-sufficient in
terms of energy and in fact we have a large energy surplus,
with approximately 600 GWh sold as green energy on
the national grid each year, which is equivalent to heating
approximately 40,000 homes. We also export surplus heat

A step towards a sustainable world
SCA Pure is manufactured from spruce and pine from the
forests of northern Sweden. Thanks to modern process
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ECF = Elementary Chlorine Free,
TCF = Totally Chlorine Free
FSC® (the Forest Stewardship Council)
and PEFC™ (the Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification) are
traceability certification systems for ecofriendly and resource-efficient forestry.
SCA Pure, our new premium-quality pulp, is perfectly suited to
products such as paper towels.

from the production line to district heating systems in Timrå
and Sundsvall,” says Henning.
The new mill is equipped with the latest technology and
all resources are utilised in an efficient, optimal manner in a
sustainable loop.

“Efficient transportation is vital if our customers are to
receive their deliveries at exactly the right time, but it is
also part of our sustainability work. The more efficient
the transportation, the less impact it will have on the
environment, as less carbon dioxide is emitted for each
tonne of freight transported. Of course, it is also vital that
shipments are as cost-effective as possible and here we see
the advantage of having SCA Logistics,” says Henning.

“Pulp will play an
increasingly important
role in replacing materials
such as plastics.”

Demand is high
Östrand pulp mill currently has the largest production line for
bleached softwood kraft pulp in the world, producing over
100 tonnes of pulp an hour – 24/7 all year round – and the
future looks bright. Global trends are driving demand for pulp
to new heights.
Increased populations and improved living standards
mean that more and more people can afford hygiene
products, not least in Asia. An ageing population is also
driving demand for hygiene products.
“There is also an increased focus on the environment,
which is leading the world to transition to fossil-free
alternatives. Here, pulp will play an increasingly important
role in replacing materials such as plastics,” concludes
Henning.

Henning Ellström
Vice President of Sales
and Marketing SCA Pulp

“This will result in a reduction of almost 50% in our carbon
footprint,” states Henning.
Efficient transport
Customers are located in Europe, the United States, Asia
and the Middle East. SCA Logistics ensures that SCA Pure,
as well as the other pulp qualities produced at Östrand,
are transported to them in the most efficient way possible.
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RoRo vessels
handle both project
cargoes and rolling
freight
What do a SEK 3 million supercar and a 1,000 tonne crane have in common?
Well, they have both been shipped from the Continent to northern
Swedish ports on SCA Logistics’ RoRo vessels.
Text: Thomas Ekenberg. Photo: Hanna Peters.

Super car shipping requires
a gentle touch.

The breadth is great; an enormous Liebherr LG 1750 crane
was recently shipped from Rotterdam to Sundsvall, see pages
12-13, in two shipments totalling 1,080 tonnes. Earlier this year,
a similar crane was also shipped to Umeå and a McLaren
720S supercar was shipped from Kiel to a customer in Umeå.
Although, with its carbon-fibre chassis, the McLaren was in
the region of a thousand times lighter, it was equally aweinspiring with an eight-cylinder, 720 horsepower engine that
accelerates from 0-100 km/h in an incredible 2.9 seconds.

SCA vessels operate a regular route between Swedish ports
and London, Kiel and Rotterdam.
“Our vessels are suitable for both project cargoes and
rolling units. This may be anything from machinery to cars.
We are also seeing an increased demand for our logistics
solutions for specialised loads,” says Andreas Disby, vessel
operator at SCA Logistics.
Electric buses and machinery
Electric buses destined for Umeå’s public transport network,
machine parts for wind park expansions in northern Sweden,
weekly shipments of new vehicles to Sundsvall and Umeå
– these are some examples of this.

Silk gloves
Andreas Disby explains the extra care required in handling
the car.
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McLaren 720S Coupe
Engine configuration:
M840T 4.0L (3,994cc) twin-turbocharged V8 engine
Drivetrain layout:
Mid-engine rear wheel drive
Power and Performance:
Max Power PS (BHP) (kW) 720 (710) (530) at 7,250rpm
0-100 km/h (0-62 mph) 2.9 seconds
400 metres (1/4 mile) 10.3 seconds
Weight:
Dry Weight Base 1,371 kg (3,022 lbs)
Dimensions:
Vehicle Length 4,543 mm

“The dockers were dressed in clean clothes and they quite
literally had silk gloves on.”
For Anders Nilsson, who purchased the car together with a
colleague, the security and quality of transportation were key
issues, as was having the car delivered directly home to Umeå.
“I checked various possibilities for transporting the car home,
then an acquaintance told me about SCA and their boats.”
They were on site in Kiel to deliver the car to the SCA
Logistics terminal.
“We have had a few bad experiences of road transport,
with damage to the underside of the chassis when loading
and unloading. It therefore felt good to be able to ship by
sea instead. It went perfectly,” he says.

A great deal of interest
Anders Nilsson is a partner in a firm that buys and sells cars
and arranges various types of event. He describes himself
as car crazy and has many vehicles on the way that he
would like to ship via SCA.
“There will be more; there is a great deal of interest. People
approach us to ask about the McLaren in particular and it’s
nice when people ask questions and show an interest.”
So, what’s it like to drive?
“Fantastic. It’s among the most intense driving experiences
you can have. It simply flies and even on Swedish roads it is
incredibly comfortable,” says Anders Nilsson.
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Heavy Cranes
choose the
maritime route
Heavy lifting specialists BMS chooses SCA Logistics for its construction cranes
serving Nordic wind farms. “Choosing the maritime route and SCA Logistics
provides us with a simple, efficient solution that replaces 30-40 lorries for
every crane,” says Kasper Sondrup Poulsen, sales trainee at BMS.
Text: Thomas Ekenberg. Photo: BMS Heavy Cranes A/S.

Danish company BMS Heavy Cranes A/S specialises in
heavy lifting, with a large part of its market in the wind power
sector and the expansion of wind farms. The company
operates on many global markets.
“Wind power accounts for 90% of our business. Sweden is
currently our hottest market, with a number of major windpower projects underway. We are also involved in a number
of large wind farms in Norway,” says Sondrup Poulsen.

ports and this proved to be the best solution for us. For every
crane we transport by sea, we save 30-40 lorry loads.”
An enormous Liebherr LG 1750 crane was recently shipped
from Rotterdam to Sundsvall in two shipments totalling 1,080
tonnes. Earlier this year, an identical crane was also shipped
to Umeå and a crane of the same size was shipped from
Rotterdam to Oxelösund.
Experienced personnel
Kasper Sondrup Poulsen is pleased with these shipments.
“Everything worked very well. SCA Logistics has experienced
personnel at their terminals who handle freight in with care,
including using rubber mats to avoid scratches and resting
damage,” he explains.

Regular services to Swedish ports
At the same time, demand on the previously robust German
market has decreased, leading BMS to redeploy several of
their gigantic construction cranes from the continent to the
Nordics. SCA Logistics’ RoRo vessels were responsible for
maritime transportation.
“We were already aware that SCA Logistics provides a good
regular service from both Kiel and Rotterdam to most Swedish
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Liebherr LG 1750
Lattice boom mobile crane

Max. load capacity: 750 t
at radius: 7.00 m
Max. hoist height: 193 m
Max. radius: 136 m
Number of axles: 8
Driving speed: 80 km/h
Total ballast: 650.00 t

1,080 tonnes of crane handled
with care by SCA Logistics

“I believe in giving employees
responsibility so that they can grow
and develop within their roles.”
Nils-Johan Haraldsson
Vice President of Marketing and
Business Development SCA Logistics
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Nils-Johan
develops both
logistics and
employees
“The great thing about logistics is that one is never finished; there is always something that
can be done a little bit better and that is very inspiring.” So says Nils-Johan Haraldsson,
SCA Logistics’ Vice President of Marketing and Business Development.
Text: Kerstin Olofsson. Photo: Linda Snell.

Important to confer responsibility
Nils-Johan, who has a master’s degree in mechanical
engineering, has worked for SCA for 17 years. Originally
from Älvsbyn in northern Sweden, in 2002 he applied for a
job at SCA’s nearby Piteå sawmill. Rather than Piteå, he was
offered a position with the company in Sundsvall, some 500
kilometres to the south, and found himself packing his bags.
Since then, his responsibilities have included stints
as SCA’s sales manager for timber products to Japan,
marketing manager for SCA Logistics and vice president
of maritime transportation. He is currently vice president
of marketing and business development at SCA Logistics
Sourcing and Sales, the area of the company responsible for
the procurement of land and maritime transportation, as well
as the sale of transport and logistical services.
“My most important task is to create good conditions
for the members of my team to perform their tasks in
a professional manner. I believe in giving employees
responsibility so that they can grow and develop within their
roles. It is also important to remain open to new ideas and to
take new proposals on board.”

Nils-Johan enjoys his work. He even keeps an eye on the
logistical side of things in his spare time, from his home on
the island of Alnö just outside Sundsvall, where he watches
vessels calling at SCA’s terminal in Sundsvall and trains
coming and going from SCA’s new terminal in Timrå.
“Yes indeed, I enjoy it because I love my job,” he affirms.
Although Nils-Johan describes himself as calm, he still
sees himself as a born competitor.
“This is a benefit in my job; I am always keen to make
progress and I have the stamina to keep fighting until we
reach our goals,” he says.
Driven by the desire to improve
This desire for improvement provides extra motivation at work.
“It is great to be able to make a difference at work on a
daily basis. There are always things that can be made more
efficient or improved in some other way. This is one of my
greatest professional motivations,” says Nils-Johan.
According to Nils-Johan, another advantage of working in
logistics is that it provides a very wide network of contacts.
“One has the chance to work with both customers and
suppliers on a global market, particularly as we work in an
extremely export-oriented region.
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“Another vital component is
that customers should feel
that their transport needs are
being met holistically.”
Nils-Johan Haraldsson
Vice President of Marketing and
Business Development SCA Logistics

Nils-Johan Haraldsson
Education: MSc in Mechanical Engineering.
Previous positions: Include sales manager for timber
products to Japan and vice president of maritime
transportation.
Current position: Vice president of marketing and
business development.
Lives: In a villa on the island of Alnö, just outside
Sundsvall.
Family: Wife and two children.
Interests: Family and hunting, especially grouse
shooting, and most of the pleasures that the
mountains have to offer.

investments in Swedish industry that has seen Östrand
double its production capacity. This naturally means
larger transport volumes for SCA Logistics, both within the
Sundsvall area and around the world.
Nils-Johan is also delighted that the year has begun so well
for SCA Logistics, with a sharp increase in sales.
“We have many new customers shipping everything from
lorries and cranes to fuel and project cargoes,” he confirms.

Even better service
Nils-Johan foresees exciting times ahead. The reorganisation
implemented approximately one year ago is now beginning
to bear fruit. The organisation was split into Logistics
Sourcing and Sales, for which Nils-Johan is responsible, and
Logistics Forwarding, which deals with the operational side
of things. Although the divisions have clearly defined areas of
responsibility, they collaborate very closely.
“There is always a period of transition after any
reorganisation; however, we have now progressed to the
point where we can begin to benefit from our new working
methods. Of course, the aim is to improve the service we
provide to our customers and to offer even more costeffective solutions that bring them closer to their own
customers on a global market. Another vital component is
that customers should feel that their transport needs are
being met holistically, even if they consist of various modes
of transport,” explains Nils-Johan.
Another exciting factor is SCA’s enormous SEK 7.8 billion
investment in the Östrand pulp mill, one of the largest ever

Hunting and ice hockey training
Nils-Johan enjoys hunting in his free time, mostly grouse
shooting. A great deal of time also goes to his family; his
wife and two children, who are eleven and twelve years old.
Among other things, Nils-Johan trains his son’s ice hockey
team, something that provides an extra opportunity to
practice his leadership skills.
“Yes, it’s a great pastime; developing leadership skills is
the most important task for any manager and an ice hockey
team of 11-year-old boys is excellent training for that,” he
says with a smile.
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Professional
handling

– with minimal damage
and great precision
During 2018, SCA Logistics handled in the region of 2,760,053 units.“We have handled enormous
quantities of paper rolls, pulp bales and other products and we have done so with great precision
and minimal damage,” says Nils-Johan Haraldsson, Vice President of Marketing and
Business Development SCA Logistics.
Text: Kerstin Olofsson. Photo: Linda Snell.

of transport. Kiel provides the perfect connection to Central
and Eastern Europe, while London is strategically placed
to serve the UK market.

SCA Logistics works hard to ensure that all units shipped
with the company arrive in perfect condition – and they have
succeeded admirably.
“We enjoy extremely low rates of damage thanks to our
well-developed procedures and the solid experience of our
personnel and their correct attitude to safety and quality,”
explains Nils-Johan.

An important function
SCA also has 15 associated terminals that are fully integrated
into the system.
“These complement our five main terminals and fulfil an
important function in our network,” says Nils-Johan.
SCA’s associated terminals are located in Dublin, Livorno,
Skövde, Vaasa, Fecamp, Hull, Stuttgart/Karlsruhe, Vienna,
Albany NY, Tarragona, Teresin, Krakow, Malmö, Helsingborg,
Oxelösund and Pasajes.

Robust systems
Shipping and handling millions of units annually and
ensuring that each individual unit arrives at the right
destination on time demands full control along the length of
the logistics chain.
“We have very robust systems that allow us to handle all
units on an individual basis,” says Nils-Johan.
SCA Logistics has today five terminals of its own; at
Sundsvall, Umeå, Kiel, Rotterdam and Sheerness outside
London.
“Our terminals are strategically located to build a
perfect network, allowing us to offer a holistic solution
in combination with our terminal and shipping services.
We are selling our terminal in Rotterdam but we will be able
to maintain the present high logistics service level,” says
Nils-Johan, who continues:
“We maintain a strong presence in Sweden through our
terminals in Umeå and Sundsvall. In combination with the
terminal in Rotterdam, which is Europe’s largest port, we
provide transportation to almost any location via all modes
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SCA Logistics participated in Spin of Hope
raising money and awareness to beat
childhood cancer.

Spinning in
the fight against
childhood cancer
Double teams from SCA Logistics kept two exercise bikes running during
the Spin of Hope, thereby contributing to achieving both the local gym’s and
the national fundraising goals for the fight against childhood cancer.
Text: Thomas Ekenberg. Photo: Isabell Johansson.

people, each of whom cycled for one hour at a time.
A couple of the team members took a double shift and
overall women were in the majority.

Spin of Hope is the largest spinning event in the Nordics.
The aim is to keep the wheels of thousands of exercise bikes
spinning for an entire day. The 2019 event was arranged at 124
venues around Sweden, attracting over 30,000 participants.
Two teams from SCA Logistics took part at a local gym.

SEK 6.8 million raised
The two teams from SCA Logistics contributed not only to
achieving the local gym’s collection target, but also to the
national target. In total, SEK 6.8 million was raised by the
cycling teams.
“All of the arrangers and participants are incredibly
important. It is thanks to this kind of commitment that we
are able to continue our fight against childhood cancer,”
commented Åsa Blomberg, Head of Fundraising at the
Swedish Childhood Cancer Fund.

Fourth year in a row
“This is a good way to draw attention and contribute to
efforts to beat childhood cancer; however, it is also a social
event in which employees from different departments of
SCA Logistics who seldom meet have the chance to do
something worthwhile together,” says Magnus Jonsson,
SCA ships’ agent and one of the participants.
This is the fourth year in a row that SCA Logistics has
participated in Spin of Hope. Each team consisted of six
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Strengthening
German-Swedish ties
A joint German-Swedish Port Event has been held in Stockholm on the initiative of
the Port of Hamburg and Port of Kiel. “Swedish and German companies and ports
all benefit from this kind of forum,” says Marina Basso Michael, head of market
development for the Baltic Sea Region/Eastern Europe at the Port of Hamburg.
Text: Thomas Ekenberg. Photo: Ellenor Nordborg.

For the first time, a specific German-Swedish Port Event has
been held in Stockholm in order to strengthen ties between
northern Germany and Sweden.
“We want to keep on growing together with our Swedish
partners,” says Timo Rosenberg, director of marketing/sales
at the Port of Kiel and one of the initiators of the event.
Industry and transport
Over 80 representatives of the transport sector and industry
took part in the event, including agents, carriers and other
organisations. The participants also included Hans-Jürgen
Heimsoeth, Germany’s ambassador to Sweden. SCA
Logistics also attended in its capacity as one of Kiel’s
leading transport operators, having maintained one of its
five main terminals in the port since November 2016.
“Swedish companies often know SCA as a forestry and
industrial group. This is a good way to demonstrate that we
also have a highly efficient logistics business, with our own
vessels trafficking regular routes and our own ships’ agency
operation,” says Jörn Grage, Terminal Manager at SCA
Logistics GmbH.

“Given its strategic location, the port of Kiel has plenty of
potential for further growth with both Ro-Ro and container
traffic, and our vessels can also handle project cargoes and
odd, bulky loads,” says Jörn.
Sweden is an important trading partner for northern
Germany, something that is especially noticeable in its ports.
Sweden is ranked fourth largest trading partner in Hamburg,
while at the Port of Kiel the country is the dominant partner.
Kiel has both cargo and ferry traffic, with nine departures
each week to the Swedish ports of Gothenburg, Malmö,
Sundsvall, Umeå and Iggesund.
New port areas
According to Timo Rosenberg at the Port of Kiel, there are
new opportunities for development.
“In the future we will increasingly focus on enhancing
intermodal solutions, as well as marketing new port areas.
Kiel also offers its customers optimal conditions for efficient
processes through its customised IT solutions.”
Marina Basso Michael, head of market development for
the Baltic Sea Region at the Port of Hamburg, believes
that the event provided an important platform for further
exchange between existing and potential trading partners.
“Swedish and German companies and ports all profit
equally from this type of forum,” she says.

Port of entry to Europe
Jörn emphasises that Kiel and northern Germany is a port of
entry to Europe for Swedish industry, as well as an important
link for northbound shipments of all types of industrial goods.

Ferry traffic to and from Norway, Sweden and the
Baltic States is the backbone of the Port of Kiel’s
operations, with 7.2 million tons of cargo transhipped
last year and more than 2.2 million passengers
boarding or disembarking from vessels.
Stena Line and SCA Logistics operate
vessels between Kiel and Sweden.

In order to strengthen existing ties, Port of Hamburg Marketing
and the Port of Kiel jointly issued invitations to the German-Swedish
Port Event in Stockholm on 28th March.
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